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The first book in #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brownâ€™s beloved Texas! trilogy

introduces readers to a close-knit family struggling to go on without its patriarchâ€”and to a man in

pursuit of an elusive woman who may hold his future in her hands.Â Charismatic and easy on the

eyes, Lucky Tyler is a born rebel. His romantic conquests have earned him his nickname, while his

temper gives him his reputation as the family hothead. One night, he gets in a fight over a woman in

distress, followed by a night of passion neither of them will soon forget. But the lady in question has

a knack for disappearing. When news breaks of a suspicious fire at Tyler Drilling, Lucky is the prime

suspect. Now the mystery woman is more than just the object of his obsession. Sheâ€™s his alibi.

Devon Haines has tried her best to escape Lucky. Yet his bold pursuit and self-assurance are

irresistible. In order to clear him of criminal charges, she must reveal her darkest secret; withholding

her help could cost him everything he holds dear. Either way, she risks losing him forever.From the

Paperback edition.
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Lucky Tyler attracted trouble--and women--like a lightning rod. But the night he stepped in to rescue

a mysterious redhead in a seedy bar, he got more than he bargained for! The lady excited him,

challenged him, drove him wild with desire--then vanished without a trace. Lucky was desperate to

find her, to brand her with his heat--and when the police were called in to investigate a suspicious

fire at Tyler Drilling, his family business, he needed her for an alibi! Torn between anguish and



ecstasy, Devon Haines tried to refuse Lucky's pleas for help, but the reckless blue-eyed devil

wouldn't take no as an answer from her... not when his touch could make her burn, could make her

his. Framed by old enemies, Lucky knew his only hope to clear himself rested on solving the crime,

but Devon feared when his innocence was proved, she would lose the handsome cowboy who

possessed her heart and soul Would the tragic vow that made their love forbidden cost her forever

in his arms? --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Loved the entire series and couldn't wait to get to the next book..I've loaned them to friends.

I love the book so far & can't wait to see what happens in the other two books.

At the start I felt the story was going to be to slow and boring but Sandra Brown takes her story

through twist and turns, I washooked. This book though not one of my top favourites is still worth

reading till the end.

This was a good story and an easy read. Loved it.

This was a great book as were Texas Chase and Texas Sage! I loved the trilogy.

You won't be disappointed by this one. This was just great all the way through. With this Audio Book

I had headphones in my ears all the time. I didn't want to put it down. All I can say it's another great



job by Sandra Brown and I am looking forward to my next reading by Sandra. 2 thumbs up and 5

out of 5 stars.

"Wow"! Well the more books I read By "Sandra Brown" this one being my 4th THE More I wonder

WHY I haven't Started Before Now...I Simply LOVEEEEEEE her Books!! I CAN'T PUT THEM

DOWN ONCE I START READING THEM!! I LOVED ALL THE CHARACTERS....AND THE STORY

BETWEEN LUCKY & DEVON...VERY HOT!!

Book arrived in good condition but am very disappointed in how long it took to arrive. I had ordered

other books at the same time and had to wait 3 weeks for this book where as the other ones arrived

in just a few days. Don't know that I will use this seller again unless they can speed up their delivery.
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